
Compare Spas Spa 1 Spa 2 Spa 3 Spa 4 

NAME OF SPA

How many swim jets does it have?

Does it have one pump for each swim jet?

Do the swim jets hit your shoulders and torso?

Do the swim jets have a 50mm 
unrestricted opening? 

Jets do not move easily (bad if they do)

How many jet pumps?  
(Excluding air and filter pump)

Has a base for fitting for optional swim pole?

Has a handrail fitted?

Are the seats comfortable?

Is the number of seats and layout right?

How many spa jets does it have?

Are the spa jets screw out bearing-less jets? 

Does it have a separate filtration pump?

Is there thick foam on the shell?

Is there insulation on the floor? 

Is there insulation on the inside 
of the cabinet panels?

Does it have a thick shell?

Is the frame made from galvanised steel?

Is there only a small gap between 
shell and cabinet?
Does it have a Spa Net brand 
“smart controller”?

What size is the heater?

Is there a base on the spa?

Does the ozone system have 
a mixing chamber?

How big is the filter system?

Is it heat pump and gas heater ready?

Does the overall build quality look good?

Is it neat inside the cabinet?

Does the spa have a good warranty?

Does it meet Australian standards?

Des the retailer have its own service team?

Does the retailer have its own delivery team?

How many years has the retailer 
been in business?

What do I want from my spa?

Circle  the features below that you are looking for in your swim spa

Type Single Zone Dual Zone

Style Above Ground Deck Around Partly In-ground In-Ground

Purpose Entertainment Swimming Professional Swimming

Layout Steps/Bench Seats Recliner(s)

Budget $10,000 - $15,000 $15,000 - $20,000 $20,000 - $25,000 $25,000 + 

Size around 4m long 4m – 5m long 5m – 6m long over 6m long

Heated Never Rarely Often Permanently

External Heater No Yes Heat Pump Gas
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